The quest for utopia: What are the variables that will create a utopia?
Most of the time we hear people utter the phrase “god knows!?” “I will leave the issue to god”
and so on. These arguments are most common phrases uttered by most people in their livelihood.
Now, this statement if really paid attention will indicate where the problem of dystopia comes
from; which, is the limitations of human nature. Every society is created with the objective and
promise of creating more comfortable experiences for its members in life or basically a utopia, if
you observe any segment of any society (created by the free will of the members) which is new or old;
if you inquire into why they aggregate in the first place it is―in search for the pursuit of
happiness, comfort, companionship and serenity.
Every individual in that society has an interest that will make him happy which is really
important and that should be pursued. I believe happiness is the ultimate goal of existence; what,
could possibly be any higher? The wellbeing of the individual mentally, emotionally, physically,
socially and economically is the highest good end of story. That is why self-preservation as a
topic of ethical interest exists in the values of amystology.
Now, when we calmly analyze the question: what could possibly create a utopia? We understand
that as natural organisms who live in exclusive nature: we understand three variables 1st
liberating the individual from the evil triangle of the state, society and mysticism dignifying and
empowering him to infinity the individual alone seems to be the source of remedy if
empowered, liberated and dignified. He alone is the pillar on which the so called „collective‟ is
created; without strong pillar there is no strong society at all. An empowered man to read,
understand, write and empower himself with all forms of knowledge prepares himself for a state
of super intelligence. Ignorance which is most of the time associated with suffering and on the
opposite side wisdom is associated with bliss. 2nd Intelgnos: science as a systematic observation
of nature gave humanity a piece of heaven on earth since its official development; which
compels us to embrace the idea that natural understanding or intelgnos is a necessity which needs
to be pursued. But, what we need to understand is that intelligence can also be used for evil as it
can also be used for good. Thus, this individual that we created liberated and enhanced to a super
intelligence can go rogue and do evil or good. This is where the 3rd variable comes in which is
intelligent design which basically means that: the creation of an abhorably designed organism it
does not matter how intelligent it/he/she is—it is predestined to go savage and create a hell on
earth; because, design always leads to purpose. If an organism exists then he must have a
purpose: “existence begets essence” as I like to say. Thus, whatever creature it is―it will have a
manner of behavior which may be evil or good according to its design or volition.
Therefore, free, super intelligent individual without an intelligent design is utterly futile—he will
create more evil and disquietude in a day than what humans created with their bestial nature in
their entire evolutionary history. As a recap of all three variables I would say in order to create a
utopia we must first liberate, dignify and empower the individual 2nd we must enhance his
primate intelligence as H+ people teach to infinity and in doing so we must make sure that he

is intelligently designed or his nature furthers the good rather than evil. I think these three
variables mentioned hitherto, will definitely be the ingredients to create a utopia in nature that we
all are seeking for and hope to live in. The end objective of any society as said earlier is to create
a utopia but from communism, capitalism, socialism, mysticism and their promise of cupcakes
and rainbows more or less failed terribly. Utopianism failed to materialize completely in either
communism (North Korea), Capitalism (USA), Socialism (France), mysticism (Saudi Arabia)
AKA “savage arabia”. Because nobody is addressing the problem at its roots; which, is the
individual’s thralldom/tyranny, illiteracy/limited intelligence and abhorable design; which
combine in a poisoness concoction to perturb his and the life of other billions of humans on the
planet; unfortunately, making their lives uncomfortable. Thus, these three variables must be
observed with earnest and diligence in order to make our world a blissful place free from evil
and distress. Thus, as an epitome I would say liberate and dignify, enhance and empower and
finally, design a benevolent being; then, you will have your utopia.

Note: I have nothing against the beautiful people of Saudi Arabia and even its esteemed leadership. The problem I
have is with the system; which is even worse than ancient Athens in prosecuting rational people. Anaxagoras,
Protagoras, Democritus, Prodicus of ceos, even Aristotle were charged with impiety and either exiled, prosecuted or
executed for attempting to designate a rational explanation for the theory of everything.
*This article has been edited on May 16, 2017 at 12:43 GMT morning to add the above note.

